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CP-odd components [3] :
The This analysis depends primarily on the charged particle tracking systems. Charged particle tracks are reconstructed using the hits in the silicon microstrip detector system and the central outer tracker (COT) in the pseudorapidity range jj 1:0, where is defined as ÿ ln tan=2 and represents the angle between the particle and the proton beam direction [7] . Both detectors are inside a 1.4 T uniform magnetic field. The silicon detector is composed of L00 (single layer of silicon microstrip sensors close to the beam pipe), the silicon vertex detector (SVX II) (five cylindrical layers of double-sided sensors), and intermediate silicon layers, providing up to 8 coordinate measurements in the r-view [8] . Surrounding the SVX is the COT, a cylindrical drift chamber with 96 layers of sense wires [9] .
A sample rich in charm and beauty hadrons is selected by a three-level displaced track trigger. At level 1, tracks are reconstructed in the COT by the track trigger processor (Extremely Fast Tracker, XFT) [10] . The trigger requires two tracks with transverse momenta p T > 2 GeV=c and the scalar sum p T1 p T2 > 4:0 GeV=c. The level 2 silicon vertex trigger [11] associates SVX II r-position measurements with Extremely Fast Tracker tracks and provides a precise measurement of the track impact parameter (d 0 ), the distance of closest approach of the track helix to the beam axis in the transverse plane. Decays of heavy flavor particles are identified by requiring two tracks with 0:12 mm d 0 1 mm and an opening angle in the transverse plane 2 jj 90 . A requirement L xy > 0:2 mm is also applied, where L xy is defined as the distance in the transverse plane from the beam line to the two-track vertex projected onto the two-track momentum vector. The level 3 trigger applies the level 1 and level 2 selection requirements after a full event reconstruction.
We measure the branching fraction ratio 
where Monte Carlo simulations are used to optimize the selection requirements, to derive fitting functions for signal and background, and to determine the trigger and reconstruction efficiencies. Single B hadrons are generated without fragmentation products of underlying event particles, and their decays are simulated using EVTGEN [12] . The detector response, including the trigger, is modeled using the CDF simulation package [13] . The selection requirements are optimized by maximizing the significance of the Monte Carlo simulated signal, scaled to the expected yield, relative to the combinatorial background using a method valid for low statistics [14] . Combinatorial background is fitted in the interval 5:4; 6:0 GeV=c 2 and extrapolated into a 60 MeV=c 2 wide signal region centered around the appropriate B meson mass. Selection requirements are made on the minimum p T of the tracks, the impact parameter of the B meson, and the Figure 1 shows the reconstructed mass spectra for B [15] , and we fix the Gaussian signal widths, dominated by detector resolution, to the values obtained from Monte Carlo simulation. We also limit the mass range in the fit to value above 5:3 GeV=c 2 avoiding a detailed description of the well separated physics background.
We treat the background from the decay mode 
decay model takes into account the measured branching fractions of its resonant substructure [16] . The aforementioned effects are taken into account by introducing correction templates Yields and ratios of reconstruction efficiencies extracted from signal simulations are summarized in Table I . Using Eq. (2) 
FIG. 1 (color online). Mass spectra for
s for each effect under consideration. Fit systematic uncertainties are estimated by varying the fit window, binning, and template parameters. The normalizations of background templates underneath the signal peaks are varied using the measured branching fractions [15] within their uncertainties and the effect is included in the fit systematics in Table II . The uncertainty due to the B meson p T spectrum is evaluated by comparing the efficiency determined from simulation based on next-to-leading-order calculations [17] and on the measured B hadron spectrum [18] . The effect of meson lifetimes is studied by varying the world average B Trigger-related systematic uncertainties are estimated from simulations. The effects due to the limited knowledge of the D s ! ÿ composition are studied by varying the relative branching fractions of the components of the decay within their PDG [15] uncertainties. Finally, using the combinatorial background from data to optimize the selection introduces a bias. This effect has been estimated using simulation based on the expected combinatorial background distribution. 
from which we derive a lower limit on ÿ
In the derivation of the lower limit we take into account the Poisson statistical fluctuations of the signal yields and the Gaussian distribution for systematics uncertainties. [2] and other experimental data: ÿ0:06 < ÿ s =ÿ s < 0:28 at the 95% confidence level [15] .
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